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Month Overview :

By the end of October the students wrapped up the unit with interesting
watercolor and still life drawings, as they  investigated shape, form and
values as well as composition settings. They also presented a rounded
art research while learning about the history of still life and how it
differed from one artist to another.



Activities and Tasks Overview:

After the students developed a clear understanding of contouring, line
qualities and drawing from direct observation that helped students
create a balanced composition, they conducted a  research about two
different still life paintings, done in two different art styles. They learned
about the main features and background story and compared the
research outcomes and noticed the difference was still life evolved in art
history. Students moved to a more in depth study of how to use
watercolor techniques and how to create interesting monochromatic
still life settings.

Assessment Overview :

Students created a personal response to the environment around them,
by showing artistic influence from famous artists and planning for their
personal still life settings, drawing and showing 2 different techniques to
finalize those artworks. All four criteria were covered during this unit,
Criterion A (Knowing and Understanding), Criterion B (Developing Skills),
Criterion C (Thinking Creatively) and Criterion D (Responding).











Month Overview :

This unit focuses on the history of Greek theatre, Mythology, theatre and
structure. They are going to design a collage about the Greek theatre. We
have continued talking about the same subject for Greek theater.



Activities and Tasks Overview : 

We started a Greek theater presentation where students researched
detailed elements of Greek theater. Students started to search for
pictures related to Greek mythology and Greek theater and learned how
to develop a summary about a certain type of Greek theater elements so
they can create the collage verutaly.

Assessment Overview :

A summative assessment will be given at the end October. It will be
about creating a collage using Greek theater visual resources.







Month Overview :

We are still covering the same unit. Students explored different cuisines
and focused on some French regional dishes. They also explored the
most consumed food elements in the world and got to know what a
balanced dish is.



Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 3) :

We continued on discovering more Francophone dishes. Students
research the ingredients of some dishes. They worked in groups and
chose a healthy dish with starters, main course and desert. They
examined many recipes and how we could write one. They made a recipe
of their favorite dish. We talked about the traditional dish in Jordan and
its  ingredients. They learned how to determine a quantity (as a
grammatical task). We also discussed some rules that we have to respect
while eating. They enjoyed this subject and we had cultural discussion
because in Jordan we eat Mansaf with our hands but in other cultures we
need to use a knife and fork to eat.. They got to know how to use the
imperative form. All lessons had presentations, videos and games to
implement what we took and they were posted as resources on
Managebac and Google Classroom. A story was downloaded for them on
Managebac and Google Classroom if they are interested to read.

 Assessment Overview (Phase 3) :

We had a formative exam in Criteria A (Comprehending Spoken and
Visual Text) and criterion B (Comprehending Written and Visual Text). A
summative assessment was done on 22nd of October in Criteria A, B and
C (Communicating in response to spoken, written and visual text).

Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 2) :

Learners continued working on the uint (What do you like to eat?) where
they explored Francophone dishes and meals. They identified the
ingredients of the balanced dish and what are the healthy and unhealthy
meals. Learners reflected on how food can represent our culture and
identity. Then, they identified a recipe and started working on preparing
their own recipe.  

Assessment Overview (Phase 2) :

We had a formative exam in Criteria A (Comprehending Spoken and
Visual Text) and criterion B (Comprehending Written and Visual Text).
The summative assessment will be done on the 5th of November in
Criteria A, B and C (Communicating in response to spoken, written and
visual text).



Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 1) :

We continued with the phonetics and pronunciation of letters and
words. We learned vocabulary related to days of the week, months of the
year and the seasons. Then, we started with the numbers and how to
write them in letters. Moreover, we learned  vocabulary about colors,
animals, family members and parts of the house. At the end of month,
we started talking about schools, school subjects and school supplies. 

Assessment Overview (Phase 1) :

We had a formative and summative exam in Criteria A (Comprehending
Spoken and Visual Text) and B (Comprehending Written and Visual Text).







Month Overview :

In this month, we focused on practicing mathematical skills while
simplifying expressions, and introduced  the scientific notations which 
 are also used to write prefixes of units of measuring. Meanwhile, we
practiced positive thinking (ATL: Affective Skills) and we used some
techniques and activities  to develop long term memory (ATL: Research
Skills) to help students not to be overwhelmed with many rules and
prefixes.



Activities and Tasks Overview : 

Students practiced simplifying complicated mathematical  expressions
using exponents rules. They  used  virtual whiteboards (whiteboard.fi)  to
solve problems individually besides their notebooks. Students 
 conducted a  research about coronavirus and they used math knowledge
and language to complete it. They also held a gallery walk on a padlet
site for designing a page/poster where  all the rules they learned are
listed. 

Assessment Overview :

Students had a Criterion B (Investigating Patterns) summative
assessment, and they took Criteria A (Knowing and Understanding) and C
(Communicating) both as formative assessment. Other summative
assessments will be held in the beginning of November. 

Service as Action :

Students were encouraged to consider Service while they conducted a
research about coronavirus. They were asked to suggest a way to help
our community.





Month Overview :

In this month, we have continued to tackle our unit on Football. We
focused on the history of the World Cup. Students will design exercises and
drills to develop skills and movement technique in soccer. Students will
learn how to design a programme to enhance and refine football skills.

Activities and Tasks Overview :

 Each student was given a copy of a world cup so that they could search
about this version. In addition, groups were divided to talk about famous
former players with great history in football.

Assessment Overview :

Students had a formative assessment in Criterion A (Knowing and
Understanding) where they had to discuss the history of the world cup.
They also had a formative in Criterion B (Planning for Performance) and
Criterion D (Reflecting and Improving Performance). Currently they are in
the process of the summative assessment in the criteria covered in the
formative.







Month Overview : 

In this month, we focused on gathering and organizing  information to
generate an argument. Students also learned how to evaluate their
resource and how to identify whether the resource is primary or
secondary. Then, we discussed the components of references and we
practiced  citation for different purposes.

Activities and Tasks Overview :

Students had to choose a debatable question and workout a research
about it. Then, they had a discussion during the class. They used the
information they had to evaluate the resources and to practice correct
citation. They used one of the citation generators (Citation machine), and
they tried to get the citation for images and paragraphs either
automatically or manually.


